In this paper, we present a novel training method for a localized phrase-based prediction model for statistical machine translation (SMT). The model predicts blocks with orientation to handle local phrase re-ordering. We use a maximum likelihood criterion to train a log-linear block bigram model which uses realvalued features (e.g. a language model score) as well as binary features based on the block identities themselves, e.g. block bigram features. Our training algorithm can easily handle millions of features. The best system obtains a ¢ ¤ £ ¦ ¥ § % improvement over the baseline on a standard Arabic-English translation task.
(1) . where yield the input sentence. In modeling a block sequence, we emphasize adjacent block neighbors that have Right or Left orientation. Blocks with neutral orientation are supposed to be less strongly 'linked' to their predecessor block and are handled separately. During decoding, most blocks have right orientation r !
, since the block translations are mostly monotone.
The focus of this paper is to investigate issues in discriminative training of decoder parameters. Instead of directly minimizing error as in earlier work (Och, 2003) , we decompose the decoding process into a sequence of local decision steps based on Eq. 1, and then train each local decision rule using convex optimization techniques. The advantage of this approach is that it can easily handle a large amount of features. Moreover, under this view, SMT becomes quite similar to sequential natural language annotation problems such as part-of-speech tagging, phrase chunking, and shallow parsing. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the concept of block orientation bigrams. Section 3 describes details of the localized log-linear prediction model used in this paper. Section 4 describes the online training procedure and compares it to the well known perceptron training algorithm (Collins, 2002) . Section 5 shows experimental results on an Arabic-English translation task. Section 6 presents a final discussion.
Block Orientation Bigrams
This section describes a phrase-based model for SMT similar to the models presented in (Koehn et al., 2003; Och et al., 1999; Tillmann and Xia, 2003) . In our paper, phrase pairs are named blocks and our model is designed to generate block sequences. We also model the position of blocks relative to each other: this is called orientation. To define block sequences with orientation, we define the notion of block orientation bigrams. Starting point for collecting these bigrams is a block set 
. We will also use a special single-word block set l which contains only blocks for which e r f r ¢
. For the experiments in this paper, the block set is the one used in (Al-Onaizan et al., 2004) . Although this is not investigated in the present paper, different blocksets may be used for computing the block statistics introduced in this paper, which may effect translation results.
For the block set and a training sentence pair, we carry out a two-dimensional pattern matching algorithm to find adjacent matching blocks along with their position in the coordinate system defined by source and target positions (see Fig. 2 During decoding, we generate a list of block orientation bigrams as described above. A DP-based beam search procedure identical to the one used in (Tillmann, 2004 ) is used to maximize over all oriented block segmentations in Eq. 1. A block orientation pair
is represented as a feature-vector
. For a model that uses all the components defined below, is § . As featurevector components, we take the negative logarithm of some block model probabilities. We use the term 'float' feature for these feature-vector components (the model score is stored as a float number). Additionally, we use binary block features. The letters (a)-(f) refer to and (b) the orientation probability ' © k ! . These probabilities are simple relative frequency estimates based on unigram and unigram orientation counts derived from the data in Eq. 2. For details see (Tillmann, 2004) . During decoding, the unigram probability is normalized by the source phrase length. . Here, the orientation between the blocks is ignored.
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Global Model
In our linear block model, for a given source sentence , each translation is represented as a sequence of block/orientation pairs © consistent with the source. Using features such as those described above, we can parameterize the probability of such a sequence as
, where ± is a vector of unknown model parameters to be estimated from the training data. We use a log-linear probability model and maximum likelihood training-the parameter ± is estimated by maximizing the joint likelihood over all sentences. Denote by denotes the feature vector of the corresponding block translation, and the partition function is:
A disadvantage of this approach is that the summation over
can be rather difficult to compute. Consequently some sophisticated approximate inference methods are needed to carry out the computation. A detailed investigation of the global model will be left to another study.
Local Model Restrictions
In the following, we consider a simplification of the direct global model in Eq. 4. As in (Tillmann, 2004) , we model the block bigram probability as
, and (2) $ r u t
. Orientation is modeled only in the context of immediate neighbors for blocks that have left or right orientation. The log-linear model is defined as:
In the maximum-likelihood training, we find ± by maximizing the sum of the log-likelihood over observed sentences, each of them has the form in Eq. 7. Although the training methodology is similar to the global formulation given in Eq. 4, this localized version is computationally much easier to manage since the summation in the partition function
is now over a relatively small set of candidates. This computational advantage is the main reason that we adopt the local model in this paper.
Global versus Local Models
Both the global and the localized log-linear models described in this section can be considered as maximumentropy models, similar to those used in natural language processing, e.g. maximum-entropy models for POS tagging and shallow parsing. In the parsing context, global models such as in Eq. 4 are sometimes referred to as conditional random field or CRF (Lafferty et al., 2001) .
Although there are some arguments that indicate that this approach has some advantages over localized models such as Eq. 5, the potential improvements are relatively small, at least in NLP applications. For SMT, the difference can be potentially more significant. This is because in our current localized model, successor blocks of different sizes are directly compared to each other, which is intuitively not the best approach (i.e., probabilities of blocks with identical lengths are more comparable). This issue is closely related to the phenomenon of multiple counting of events, which means that a source/target sentence pair can be decomposed into different oriented blocks in our model. In our current training procedure, we select one as the truth, while consider the other (possibly also correct) decisions as non-truth alternatives. In the global modeling, with appropriate normalization, this issue becomes less severe. With this limitation in mind, the localized model proposed here is still an effective approach, as demonstrated by our experiments. Moreover, it is simple both computationally and conceptually. Various issues such as the ones described above can be addressed with more sophisticated modeling techniques, which we shall be left to future studies.
Lexical Weighting
The lexical weight
is computed similarly to (Koehn et al., 2003) , but the lexical translation probability
is derived from the block set itself rather than from a word alignment, resulting in a simplified training. The lexical weight is computed as follows:
Online Training of Maximum-entropy Model
The local model described in Section 3 leads to the following abstract maximum entropy training formulation:
In this formulation, ± is the weight vector which we want to compute. The set . This formulation is slightly different from the standard maximum entropy formulation typically encountered in NLP applications, in that we restrict the summation over a subset ² $ of all labels. Intuitively, this method favors a weight vector such that for each
is large when
. This effect is desirable since it tries to separate the correct classification from the incorrect alternatives. If the problem is completely separable, then it can be shown that the computed linear separator, with appropriate regularization, achieves the largest possible separating margin. The effect is similar to some multi-category generalizations of support vector machines (SVM). However, Eq. 8 is more suitable for non-separable problems (which is often the case for SMT) since it directly models the conditional probability for the candidate labels.
A related method is multi-category perceptron, which explicitly finds a weight vector that separates correct labels from the incorrect ones in a mistake driven fashion (Collins, 2002) . The method works by examining one sample at a time, and makes an update
is not positive. To compute the update for a training instance j , one usually pick the h such that
is the smallest. It can be shown that if there exist weight vectors that separate the correct label $ from incorrect labels
, then the perceptron method can find such a separator. However, it is not entirely clear what this method does when the training data are not completely separable. Moreover, the standard mistake bound justification does not apply when we go through the training data more than once, as typically done in practice. In spite of some issues in its justification, the perceptron algorithm is still very attractive due to its simplicity and computational efficiency. It also works quite well for a number of NLP applications.
In the following, we show that a simple and efficient online training procedure can also be developed for the maximum entropy formulation Eq. 8. The proposed update rule is similar to the perceptron method but with a soft mistake-driven update rule, where the influence of each feature is weighted by the significance of its mistake. The method is essentially a version of the socalled stochastic gradient descent method, which has been widely used in complicated stochastic optimization problems such as neural networks. It was argued recently in (Zhang, 2004 ) that this method also works well for standard convex formulations of binary-classification problems including SVM and logistic regression. Convergence bounds similar to perceptron mistake bounds can be developed, although unlike perceptron, the theory justifies the standard practice of going through the training data more than once. In the non-separable case, the method solves a regularized version of Eq. 8, which has the statistical interpretation of estimating the conditional probability. Consequently, it does not have the potential issues of the perceptron method which we pointed out earlier. Due to the nature of online update, just like perceptron, this method is also very simple to implement and is scalable to large problem size. This is important in the SMT application because we can have a huge number of training instances which we are not able to keep in memory at the same time.
In stochastic gradient descent, we examine one training instance at a time. At the j -th instance, we derive the update rule by maximizing with respect to the term associated with the instance
in Eq. 8. We do a gradient descent localized to this instance as
, where å $ is a parameter often referred to as the learning rate. For Eq. 8, the update rule becomes:
Similar to online algorithms such as the perceptron, we apply this update rule one by one to each training instance (randomly ordered), and may go-through data points repeatedly. Compare Eq. 9 to the perceptron update, there are two main differences, which we discuss below. The first difference is the weighting scheme. Instead of putting the update weight to a single (most mistaken) feature component, as in the perceptron algorithm, we use a soft-weighting scheme, with each feature component h weighted by a fac-
. A component h with larger ± p $ ¾g gets more weight. This effect is in principle similar to the perceptron update. The smoothing effect in Eq. 9 is useful for non-separable problems since it does not force an update rule that attempts to separate the data. Each feature component gets a weight that is proportional to its conditional probability.
The second difference is the introduction of a learning rate parameter å $
. For the algorithm to converge, one should pick a decreasing learning rate. In practice, however, it is often more convenient to select a fixed å $ r å for all j . This leads to an algorithm that approximately solve a regularized version of Eq. 8. If we go through the data repeatedly, one may also decrease the fixed learning rate by monitoring the progress made each time we go through the data. For practical purposes, a fixed small å such as
is usually sufficient. We typically run forty updates over the training data. Using techniques similar to those of (Zhang, 2004) , we can obtain a convergence theorem for our algorithm. Due to the space limitation, we will not present the analysis here.
An advantage of this method over standard maximum entropy training such as GIS (generalized iterative scaling) is that it does not require us to store all the data in memory at once. Moreover, the convergence analysis can be used to show that if ê is large, we can get a very good approximate solution by going through the data only once. This desirable property implies that the method is particularly suitable for large scale problems.
Experimental Results
The translation system is tested on an Arabic-to-English translation task. The training data comes from the UN news sources. Some punctuation tokenization and some number classing are carried out on the English and the Arabic training data. In this paper, we present results for two test sets: (1) the devtest set uses data provided by LDC, which consists of Table 2 : here cased BLEU results are reported on MT03 Arabic-English test set (Papineni et al., 2002) . The word casing is added as post-processing step using a statistical model (details are omitted here). In order to speed up the parameter training we filter the original training data according to the two test sets: for each of the test sets we take all the Arabic substrings up to length ¢ and filter the parallel training data to include only those training sentence pairs that contain at least one out of these phrases: the 'LDC' training data contains about w thousand sentence pairs and the 'MT03' training data contains about Õ 4 thousand sentence pairs. Two block sets are derived for each of the training sets using a phrase-pair selection algorithm similar to (Koehn et al., 2003; Tillmann and Xia, 2003) . These block sets also include blocks that occur only once in the training data.
Additionally, some heuristic filtering is used to increase phrase translation accuracy (Al-Onaizan et al., 2004) .
Likelihood Training Results
We compare model performance with respect to the number and type of features used as well as with respect to different re-ordering models. Results for Ê experiments are shown in Table 2 , where the feature types are described in Table 1 . The first experimental results are obtained by carrying out the likelihood training described in Section 3. Line ¢ in Table 2 shows the performance of the baseline block unigram 'MON' model which uses two 'float' features: the unigram probability and the boundary-word language model probability. No block re-ordering is allowed for the baseline model (a monotone block sequence is generated). The 'SWAP' model in line uses the same two features, but neighbor blocks can be swapped. No performance increase is obtained for this model. The 'SWAP & OR' model uses an orientation model as described in Section 3. Here, we obtain a small but significant improvement over the baseline model. Line¨shows that by including two additional 'float' features: the lexical weighting and the language model probability of predicting the second and subsequent words of the target clump yields a further significant improvement. Line shows that including binary features and training their weights on the training data actually decreases performance. This issue is addressed in Section 5.2.
The training is carried out as follows: the results in line . Here, the neutral model is trained on the neutral orientation bigram subsequence that is part of Eq. 2.
Modified Weight Training
We implemented the following variation of the likelihood training procedure described in Section 3, where we make use of the 'LDC' devtest set. First, we train a model on the 'LDC' training data using float features and the binary features. We use this model to decode 
the devtest 'LDC' set. During decoding, we generate a 'translation graph' for every input sentence using a procedure similar to (Ueffing et al., 2002) : a translation graph is a compact way of representing candidate translations which are close in terms of likelihood. From the translation graph, we obtain the
best translations according to the translation score. Out of this list, we find the block sequence that generated the top BLEU-scoring target translation. Computing the top BLEU-scoring block sequence for all the input sentences we obtain:
where
. Here, t is the number of blocks needed to decode the entire devtest set. Alternatives for each of the events in w are generated as described in Section 3.2. The set of alternatives is further restricted by using only those blocks that occur in some translation in the
-best list. The float weights are trained on the modified training data in Eq. 10, where the training takes only a few seconds. We then decode the 'MT03' test set using the modified 'float' weights. As shown in line¨and line § there is almost no change in performance between training on the original training data in Eq. 2 or on the modified training data in Eq. 10. Line From our experimental results, we draw the following conclusions: (1) the translation performance is largely dominated by the 'float' features, (2) using the same set of 'float' features, the performance doesn't change much when training on training, devtest, or even test data. Although, we do not obtain a significant improvement from the use of binary features, currently, we expect the use of binary features to be a promising approach for the following reasons:
ò The current training does not take into account the block interaction on the sentence level. A more accurate approximation of the global model as discussed in Section 3.1 might improve performance. As described in Section 3.2 and Section 5.2, for efficiency reasons alternatives are computed from source phrase matches only. During training, more accurate local approximations for the partition function in Eq. 6 can be obtained by looking at block translations in the context of translation sequences. This involves the computationally expensive generation of a translation graph for each training sentence pair. This is future work. ò As mentioned in Section 1, viewing the translation process as a sequence of local discussions makes it similar to other NLP problems such as POS tagging, phrase chunking, and also statistical parsing. This similarity may facilitate the incorporation of these approaches into our translation model.
Discussion and Future Work
In this paper we proposed a method for discriminatively training the parameters of a block SMT decoder. We discussed two possible approaches: global versus local. This work focused on the latter, due to its computational advantages. Some limitations of our approach have also been pointed out, although our experiments showed that this simple method can significantly improve the baseline model.
As far as the log-linear combination of float features is concerned, similar training procedures have been proposed in (Och, 2003) . This paper reports the use of features whose parameter are trained to optimize performance in terms of different evaluation criteria, e.g. BLEU. On the contrary, our paper shows that a significant improvement can also be obtained using a likelihood training criterion.
Our modified training procedure is related to the discriminative re-ranking procedure presented in (Shen et al., 2004) . In fact, one may view discriminative reranking as a simplification of the global model we discussed, in that it restricts the number of candidate global translations to make the computation more manageable. However, the number of possible translations is often exponential in the sentence length, while the number of candidates in a typically reranking approach is fixed. Unless one employs an elaborated procedure, the candidate translations may also be very similar to one another, and thus do not give a good coverage of representative translations. Therefore the reranking approach may have some severe limitations which need to be addressed. For this reason, we think that a more principled treatment of global modeling can potentially lead to further performance improvements.
For future work, our training technique may be used to train models that handle global sentence-level reorderings. This might be achieved by introducing orientation sequences over phrase types that have been used in ( (Schafer and Yarowsky, 2003) ). To incorporate syntactic knowledge into the block-based model, we will examine the use of additional real-valued or binary features, e.g. features that look at whether the block phrases cross syntactic boundaries. This can be done with only minor modifications to our training method.
